This study scans into past of ancient man and discusses meticulously how the reproductive organ Lingam became sacred object to Hindus and why a sufi wore a phallus shaped head-dress resembling to it. In this manner the author demystifies here the procreation, the law of nature.
The ancient man feeling weak to help himself in many ways, whenever he found same thing useful, looked upon it as scared and several cases defined it. Thus the Aryans as hunters found the extract of ephedra plant called soma in Rigveda, could make him fatigue proof, so that it was finally made god-soma. The Egyptians, while they were pastoral people, found milk the most dependable foodstuff and made the cow their-cow-god, Hathor. We can accordingly conclude that what was essential to life in the early days of civilization was looked upon as scared and treated accordingly.
Focusing attention on pastoral people we realize that they depended upon their domesticated animals. They observed that when the male and female animals unite as opposites it finally resulted in the increase of their flocks and herds. The question now arose as to the emblem of reproduction which had to be prayed to see that animals prove very fertile. Accordingly the male and female, as opposites, were reduced as emblems of their generation organs, Lingam and Yoni, which jointly become a sacred entity worthy of worship. Observations on reproducing animals further indicated that the male played a more active role so that from ancient times Lingam was considered more important than Yoni. Accordingly there arose Phallus-gods among them. Shiva was one in India and Hermes was another in Greece.
That the conception of sacredness of Lingam-Yoni could originate only among pastoral people is confirmed by a different theory of origin of birth current among tribes which have continued to remain hunters up to dates. Melino wski (1) observing Australian and Melanesian tribes writes that "according to a tribal lore the child's body is built exclusively by the mother, the farther contributing nothing. There is in every man or women a spirit.
After death it reappears in a women's body causing pregnancy ". We can now realize how with pastoral life there finally arose the importance and sacredness of sex organs. Now in pre-Aryan India the southern part was inhibited by some Non-Aryan tribes who were mainly pastoral people. To see their animal's increase they prayed to Shiva who was a phallus-god (2) and their temples they had the image of Lingam-Yoni. Later on influenced by Aryans they conceived a divinity of three gods as Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva, called Trilinga-Ishwara, literally Three-phalli-Divinity, as given by Lilli (3) it is figure 1 here I have reproduced it earlier and explained that Lingam, as concrete object, would mean the reproductive organ but as abstraction it can notes creative power. With reproduction projected as creation, the male reproductive organ, in abstraction becomes creative power. that there is no idea here which can be called profane can be justified by the fact that I had, among my Oxford friends, one named Rama-Lingam Dhanakoti; he afterwards become the conservats of forests in Travancore. I remember it always tickled him to know the significance of the part of his name, as Rama-Lingam. In ancient times generative power was conceived as creative power and generative organ, or Lingam signified emblem of creative power incorporate. Then in name Rama-Lingam Rams as god, was immortal and Lingam was the power that confers immortality. Hence Rama-Lingam meant the immortalizing power of Rama, so that Mr. Dhannakoti was to have long life according to his name. the Sacredness attached to the male generative organ was based on the belief that it was also the emblem of immortality so that it could also confer the same. Hence in Abbysinia a farmer would plant a stone, shaped like phallus in his field to increase its fertility and make it ever productive. Coming to modern times in the Republic of Mali, in west Africa the Dogan tribe has the god Nommo (4) a phallus creation god . the god figure. 2 depicted at the instance of his metamorphosis into a crocodile which, as denizen of Nile, is also a god of fertility. Sagan (4) gives a picture of Nemmo or Dogan's phallus-god and is offered here as fig.2 . To impart clarity a pen and ink drawing is added as fig.3 , which shows the head clearly phallus-shaped.
It has been emphasized that reproduction projected gave the idea of immortality. Then a deity as immortal would carry a phallus0-shapped head dress to qualify it as such. In Ceylon the goddess Pattini Devi carries the emblem of phallus on her head as seen in fig. 4 , taken from Roland (5) . It belongs to [6] [7] th cent. Likewise a Japanese god, Fukurokuju, has on his head, a regular phallus to qualifying him as god. He is shown in fig 5 taken from Schwarz (6) .
When a man is dead the relatives and friends can only pray for his resurrection. Then they also do what appears the best way of exceeding resurrection. Now the object that confers immortality upon the living also the best agency of expediting resurrection.
Accordingly the emblem of phallus, as decoration of the Graves in Polynesia is thus decorated with phalli and fig.6 depicts such graves. The picture is taken from the Australian journal Horigon now no longer in existence. Friedlander (7) writes that among the sufis "the sikka, the tall hat of the whirling denwish, represents the tombstone of man." The Hindu word, Samadhi, donates a permanent state of immortality. Holy men who die were placed in graves in a lotus rishi position (sitting) and a Lingam (shaped stone) was placed on their heads. The emblem of Lingam could confer immortality upon the living and resurrection upon the dead. As head dress it became the insignificance of a divinity. Graves in Polynesia had phallus-shaped decorations to confer resurrection upon the dead.
A Hindu sage was buried with his head carrying phallus shaped stone expedite resurrection and a sufi wore a phallus
